Experiments are proposed to measure (first longitudinal, then, later, using Stern-Gerlach (SG) deflection, transverse) polarization of an electron beam by measuring the excitation induced in a resonant cavity. In each case there are two major difficulties. The polarimetry signals are very weak, making them hard to detect in absolute terms and, even more serious, is the smallness of the SG signals relative to imperfection-induced, direct excitation of the resonant detector by the beam charge. With ideal resonator construction and positioning, this background would vanish. But, because the electron charge is so large relative to its magnetic moment, special beam preparation and polarization modulation are required to suppress this background. Signal levels and foreground to background ratios are calculated.
CEBAF polarized beam preparation
Dual CEBAF electron sources (at the Thomas Jefferson National Laboratory) produce oppositely polarized A and B beams having bunch separation 4 ns. Interleaved, the resulting A & B beam has bunch separation 2 ns. The effect of this beam preparation is to produce a bunch charge repetition frequency of 0.5 GHz, different from the bunch polarization frequency of 0.25 GHz. With frequency domain spectral filtering this frequency separation will greatly enhance the foreground/background selectivity.
Because linac bunches are short there is substantial resonator response at numerous strong low order harmonics of the 0.25 GHz bunch polarization frequency. The proposed polarimetry responses (referred to here also as Stern-Gerlach (SG) responses), are centered at odd harmonics, f r = 0.25, 0.75, 1.25, . . . GHz. The absence of beam-induced detector response at these odd harmonics greatly improves the rejection of spurious "background" caused by bunch charge combined with apparatus imperfection and misalignment.
For further background rejection the polarization amplitudes are modulated at a low, kHz, frequency, which shifts the SG response to sidebands of the central SG frequencies.
Exactly the same beam preparation being discussed in this section will be needed both for longitudinal and transverse SG-polarimetry, which are discussed in subsequent sections. Current and polarization time domain beam amplitudes are plotted on the left in the Figure 1 , and their frequency domain signals are plotted on the right, confirming the previous qualitative discussion. (Except for a tiny anomalous magnetic moment correction and sign, the electron magnetic moment is equal to the Bohr magneton µ B .) This ratio has the dimension of length because the Stern-Gerlach force due to magnetic field acting on µ B , is proportional to the gradient of the magnetic field.
To the extent that it is "natural" for the magnitudes of E and cB to be comparable, Stern-Gerlach forces are weaker than electromagnetic forces by ratio (1.1) . This adverse ratio needs to be overcome (by beam, apparatus, and field preparation and alignment), in order for magnetic dipole moment (MDM) excitation to exceed direct charge excitation "background".
Longitudinal polarimetry
The possibility of resonant longitudinal polarimetry has been considered by numerous authors [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] .
Our proposed apparatus is illustrated by the photographs of a single cell, and a 4-cell longitudinal polarimeter, shown in Figure 2 . A basic resonator cell is a several centimeter long copper split-cylinder, with gap serving as the capacitance C of, for example, a 1.75 GHz LC oscillator, with inductance L provided by the conducting cylinder acting as a single turn solenoid. The photos show split-ring resonators built and tested at UNM, resonant at 2.5 GHz, close to the design frequency. This resonator design (introduced by Hardy and Whitehead [6, 7] in 1981) and has been widely used for NMR measurements.
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Split-Cylinder Resonant Electron Polarimeter:
An initial prototype has been constructed, and tested.
Outer cylinder I D : 2.36", OD : 2.64, Length: 2.8"
Inner split ring resonator I D : .85" OD .98", split width .062", length: 2.13" . A frequency f 0 train of longitudinally polarized bunchs of electrons in a linac beam passes through the split-cylinder resonator. The split cylinder can be regarded as a one turn solenoid. The bunch polarization toggles, bunch-to-bunch, between directly forward and directly backward. The resonator harmonic number relative to f 0 is an odd number in the range from 1 to 11. (Actually 11 has been adopted.) This beam preparation immunizes the resonator from direct charge excitation. Irrespective of polarization, the A+B-combined bunch-charge frequencies will consist only of harmonics of 2 f 0 = 0.5 GHz, capable, at most, of only weakly exciting the resonator(s). Figure 3 : Perspective view of polarized beam bunch passing through the polarimeter. Dimensions are shown for the polarized proton bunch and the split-cylinder copper resonator. For the proposed test, using a polarized electron beam at Jefferson Lab, the bunch will actually be substantially shorter than the cylinder length, and have a beer can shape. Figure 4 shows four such cells, regularly arrayed along the beam, to form a half-meter-long polarimeter. The magnetization of longitudinally-polarized electron bunches passing through the resonators coherently excites their fundamental oscillation mode and the coherently-summed "foreground" response from all resonators measures the polarization. "Background" due to direct charge excitation has been suppressed by arranging successive beam bunches to have alternating polarizations. This has moved the beam polarization frequency away from the direct beam charge frequency. Charge-insensitive resonator design, modulation-induced sideband excitation, and synchronous detection, permit the magnetization foreground to be isolated from spurious, chargeinduced background. Figure 5 shows the signal processing electronics. The timing and synchronism of multiple bunches passing throught the polarimeter is illustrated by a space time diagram in Figure 6 . The resonator frequency is matched to the bunch velocity such that bunch entrance and exit impulses add constructively.
Resonator parameters
Treated as an LC circuit, the split cylinder inductance is L c and the gap capacity is C c . The highly conductive split-cylinder can be treated as a one-turn solenoid. For symplicity, minor corrections due to the return flux reluctance are not included in formulas given here. In terms of its current I, the magnetic field B is given by
The magnetic energy W m can be expressed in terms of B or I;
2)
Resonant electron polarimetry The self-inductance is therefore
The gap capacitance (with gap g c reckoned for vacuum dielectric and fringing neglected) is
Because the numerical value of C c will be small, this formula is especially unreliable as regards its separate dependence on w c and g c . Furthermore, for low frequencies the gap would contain dielectric other than vacuum. Other resonator parameters, with proposed values, are given in Table 1 .
Local Lenz law (LLL) approximation
A local Lenz law approximation for calculating the current induced in split cylinder by an electron bunch entering a split-cylinder resonator, treated as a one turn solenoid, is illustrated in Figure 7 . The electron bunch is assumed to have a beer can shape, with length l b and radius r b . Lenz's law is applied to the local overlap region of length ∆z. Flux due to the induced Lenz law current exactly cancels the flux due to the Ampère bunch polarization current.
The magnetization M within length ∆z of a beam bunch (due to all electron spins in the bunch pointing, say, forward) is ascribed to azimuthal Ampẽrian current ∆I b = i b ∆z. The bunch transit time is shorter than the oscillation period of the split cylinder and the presence of the gap in the cylinder at first produces little suppression of the Lenz's law current. ∆I LL = i LL ∆z is the induced azimuthal current shown in the (inner skin depth) of the cylinder. To prevent any net flux from being present locally within the section of length ∆z, the flux due to the induced Lenz law current must cancel the Ampère flux. Jackson [8] says the magnetic field B b within the polarized beam bunch is equal to µ 0 M b which is the magnetization (magnetic moment per unit volume) due to the polarized electrons.
where N e is the total number of electrons in each bunch. The flux through ring thickness ∆z of this segment of the beam bunch is therefore
Since the Lenz law and bunch fluxes have to cancel we obtain
For a bunch that is longitudinally uniform (as we are assuming) we can simply take ∆z equal to bunch length l b to obtain
With the bunch fully within the cylinder, I LL "saturates" at this value. The bunch is short (i.e. l b << l c ) so the linear build up of I LL can be ascribed to a constant applied voltage V LL required to satisfy Faraday's law. For a CEBAF I e =160 µA, 0.5 GHz bunch frequency beam the number of electrons per bunch is approximately 2 × 10 6 and the Lenz law current is The same excess charge is induced on the capacitor during the bunch exit from the cylinder at which time the resonator phase has reversed. The total excess charge that has flowed onto the capacitor Table 1 : Resonator and beam parameters. The capacity has been calculated using the parallel plate formula. The true capacity is somewhat greater, and the gap g c will have to be adjusted to tune the natural frequency. When the A and B beam bunches are symmetrically interleaved, the bunch repetition frequency (with polarization ignored) is 2 f 0 .
due to the bunch passage is then
is the charge deposited on the resonator capacitance during a single bunch passage of a bunch with the nominal (N e = 2 × 10 6 electrons) charge.
If there were no further resonator excitations, the charge on the capacitor would oscillate between −Q max. 1 and +Q max.
1 , the corresponding resonator energy, is the "foreground" quantity that (magnified by a resonant amplitude build-up factor M 2 r ) provides the polarization measure in the form of steady-state energy U pol. stored on the capacitor;
Lumped circuit analysis ot resonant build-up
In a MAPLE program the excitation is modeled using "piecewise defined" trains of pulses shown in Figure 8 . Bipolar pulses modeling entry to and exit from the resonator are obtained as the difference between two, time-displaced "top hat" pulse trains. Pulsed excitation voltage pulse Lumped constant representation [9] of the split-cylinder resonator as a parallel resonant circuit is shown in Figure 9 . Voltage division in this series resonant circuit produces capacitor voltage (2.13) Synchronism of the input pulse train and the resonator response is illustrated in Figure 10 . This comparison shows that the response is very nearly in phase with the excitation. Accumulation over early times of resonator excitation is shown in Figure 11 . Accumulation over long times of resonator excitation is shown in Figure 12 .
Choice of resonator harmonic number and background rejection
Resonator parameters for all possible odd-harmionics of the fundamental beam polarization frequency are shown in Table 2 . We judge the highest harmonic, h c = 11, to be optimal. The expected saturation level resonator voltage is
Accumulated over 100 s, this is expected to be 31 db above the thermal noise floor in a room temperature copper cavity. Estimated background rejection factors are shown in Table 3 . According to these estimated factors the background direct excitation signal will be a few orders of magnitude below the foreground polarimetry signal.
Resonant electron polarimetry R. Talman, Figure 12 : Relative resonator response to a train of beam pulse that terminates after about 110 ns. After this time the resonator rings down at roughly the same rate as the build-up. The circuit parameters are those given in Table 1 , except that the resistance for the plot is r = 10r c . The true response build up would be greater by a factor of 10, over a 10 times longer build-up time. 
Transverse, Stern-Gerlach polarimetry
A Jefferson Lab test is also proposed to detect Stern-Gerlach (SG) electron deflection, with a view toward non-destructive transverse polarimetry. As mentioned previously, the same alternating polarization beam preparation described earlier provides the main protection against direct resonator excitation by the beam charge. However, transverse polarimetry will depend on resonant BPM's completely unlike the resonators sensitive to longitudinal polarization.
Permanent magnet quadrupoles of the type to be used for the transverse polarimetry test beam line are shown in Figure 13 . The polarimeter beam line, consisting, for example, of 8 small bore permanent magnet quadrupoles, (or half-quadrupoles) is shown in Figure 14 . Parameter values GPT. The physical model of the PMQ, including cubic permanent magnet blocks, soft iron yoke, and parabolicshape pole pieces, is shown in Fig. 5 , together with the calculated on-axis focusing gradient.
Compared with the hard-edge model, 3D field map results show a reduced magnification, from 11.8 times to 11.5 times, due to the overlap of the fringe fields and hence partial cancellation of the focusing strengths of adjacent PMQs which have opposite polarizations. By fitting the GPT particle-tracking results, we also obtain the aberration coefficients. Chromatic aberrations in both the x and y planes are only increased by 10% compared with the hardedge model. However, spherical aberrations are larger by a factor of 5-6 due to the residual octupole component in the field map. In Fig. 6(b) , we show the image disk of a point source with the collection angle set equal to the beam divergence listed in Table III . The eightfold cross feature related to the octupole field component in 3D field maps is clearly visible. The FW50 disk size referred back to the object plane is still ≲1 nm, since a large fraction of the electrons is still concentrated in the bright central spot.
larger angles could also be conside stays <5 nm with the collection sem 3 mrad. Further reduction of the C s by tip shapes, and whether it is possible t even below the ideal hard-edge quad building a C s -corrected PMQ triplet, a for future studies.
The image size of a point source here spatial resolution of the microscope. Sh electron flux and e-e interactions with will be discussed in the next section, m factors to the spatial resolution. Finally, the wavelike property of electrons is n calculations. For γ ¼ 10 electrons (de 0.25 pm) and a few-mrad collection a limited resolution is on the order of 1 Å a effect on the spatial resolution of the in In our conceptual design, the comp includes two more stages-an interm projector stage-after the objective tri mediate stage uses the same PMQ tri lens and magnifies 30.7 times in 0. projector stage need to use larger apertu the magnified beam spot size and he focusing gradient. The projector st times in 1 m. The magnification of t 11.5 × 30.7 × 28.4 ¼ 1.0 × 10 4 times the 2-μm illuminated region of the sam to 100 μm and 2 cm at the image comfortably accommodated by the sp field of view of the state-of-the-art hig for MeV electrons [66].
B. Simulation of the imagi
We then simulate the image format target through the column under the for numerical calculations in this paper include: quadrupole length l Q = 2l = 0.02 m; quadrupole separation L = 0.005 m; and number of FODO cells N c = 4. Entrance and exit steering, indicated by crossed arrows, is needed to correct for quadrupole misalignment steering.
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Positive Stern-Gerlach detection might seem to "refute" a famous Bohr-Pauli assertion that the Stern-Gerlach experiment cannot be performed with electrons. But not really! The quotation marks on "refute" acknowledge that Bohr and Pauli had no knowledge of modern technical capabilities. More important, the most essential aspect of their claim -that electrons cannot be "separated" by Resonant electron polarimetry R. Talman, their spin state with an SG apparatus-is not disputed. Polarization-independent defocusing of the (finite-emittance) beam dwarfs any achievable separation into a spin-up and a spin-down beam.
It should, however, be possible to measure the polarization state of an electron beam by measuring the centroid deflection caused by its magnetization. This is what needs to be demonstrated. If and when this has been achieved, a high analysing power, non-destructive form of (transverse) polarimetry will have been demonstrated For the initial test described in this paper we choose N c = 4. But, for an eventual apparatus, N c could be several times greater, depending on tolerance issues to be discussed. Since the design uses permanent magnets, any realization of the design is static, specific to a particular electron beam energy. But the design scales easly to other energies and parameter choices. The assumed quadrupoles are patterned after permanent magnet quadrupoles described in papers by Li, Musumeci, Maxson and others [10, 12] .
During passage through a short quadrupole, the bend radius is determined by the centripetal force equation,
Re-arranging this equation, the integrated particle deflection angle during passage is
2)
For a quadrupole of strength (i.e. inverse focal length) q = 1/ f , the deflection angle is ±qx where
(Here C γ is a number close to 1, incapsulating various small effects that are being neglected, which is dropped from subsequent formulas.) The γ e factor inside the square bracket "cancels" the momentum dependence, allowing the lens strength to be expressed as an inverse focal length. (For fully relativistic electrons) the lens can be treated as purely geometric (i.e. independent of momentum) by varying ∂ B x /∂ x proportional to γ e . But this scaling fails when the magnetic field gradient cannot be increased further ! For this paper we take l q = 0.02 m and (already achievable) field gradient ∂ B x /∂ x = 500 T/m as nominal values. Higher field gradient, ∂ B x /∂ x = 1000 T/m, at shorter length, l Q = 0.01 m is expected to be achievable [12] . This would yield the same length-strength product of 10 T, but be more useful in the (important) sense of allowing a lens of the same strength to be shorter relative to its focal length. Limited only by the maximum achievable permanent magnetic field gradient, even with careful element alignment and coherent multiplication of the displacement by the number of quadrupoles in the beam line, the Stern-Gerlach deflection can be expected to be only comparable in magnitude with deflection caused by misaligned quadrupoles. As already explained, this spurious excitation will be strongly suppressed by the interleaving of opposite-polarization A and B beams. This shifts the spectral frequency of the SG deflection to one half the spectral frequency of the spurious deflection, which will allow the SG contribution to be isolated in a frequency-sensitive BPM.
Beam line optics
Optical properties of the proposed beam line are shown in the following figures. Figure 15 shows beta functions for the full beam line. Figure 16 shows the beta functions in the critical Figure 15 : Beta functions for the Stern-Gerlach detection beam line. The length of the beam line is as long as possible consistent with the requirement that the rms beam size is conservatively smaller than the vacuum chamber radius. An SG-detecting BPM is located as far along the beam line as possible.
central section, which is the source region for the SG deflection. Only N c = 4 cells for the FODO section are shown, but N c could be increased with little effect on the matching. N c is limited, however, by the fact that the same optics that magnifies the SG deflection also magnifies the sensitivity to transverse beam displacement injection error.
The quadrupole at s = 1.72 m (at a distance L coll. = 0.8 m from the center of the FODO lattice) is needed to restrict the growth of the defocussed transverse coordinate. But it also has the (minor) beneficial effect of magnifying the SG deflection. (See Eq. (3.8) below.) At low electron energy the beam emittance may limit the exit drift length to be shorter than shown in Figure 15 , in order to prevent beam loss before the beam passes through the BPM's. Figure 17 shows the accumulation of phase advances through the SG deflection source region. Since 25/8 = 3.125, one sees that the phase advances per half cell are quite close to the value of 180 degrees, the maximum value that could be stable for arbitrarily large value of N c . It is also the value for which all SG deflections superimpose constructively.
While discussing the energy dependence of the polarimetry one has to include the effect of adiabatic dampling, which causes the beam emittances to shrink proportional to γ e . For fixed q, this produces a γ 1/2 e SG enhancement factor with increasing γ e . The polarimetry capability for fixed beam line parameters "saturates" when the quadrupole strength required to produce the necessary focal length is no longer physically achievable.
Using the ELEGANT program, the focal lengths of the individual quadrupoles in the FODO line tuned for π phase advance per half cell are q = kl Q = 68.1 m −1 .
(3.4) The corresponding focal length is f = 0.0147 m -about 0.3 times the full cell length, as seems (intuitively) to be about right. Substitution of this q value and l Q = 0.02 and rearranging produces
If the practical limit for ∂ B x /∂ x is 500 T/m, then the apparatus being described could act as a Stern-Gerlach polarimeter up to γ e = 86, or electron energy of 43 MeV.
Stern-Gerlach orbit displacement
The Stern-Gerlach deflection in a quadrupole is strictly proportional to the inverse focal lengths of the quadrupole; The magnetic moments µ * x and µ * y differ from the Bohr magnetron µ B only by sin θ and cos θ factors respectively. For a single quadrupole, the Stern-Gerlach-induced angular deflection is ∆θ SG = (1.93 × 10 −13 m) q.
(3.7)
To determine the downstream dispacement, one can use linear transfer matrix evolution; The ± factor doubles the SG displacement to 3.2 nm; because the BPM is tuned to half the bunch passage frequency, it responds constructively to the oppositely polarized A and B beam bunches.
Energy dependence of transverse polarimetry
Expressing the quadrupole strength as an inverse focal length, as we have done, has had the effect of making the SG deflection independent of γ. Transverse beam size adiabatic damping enhances the energy dependence by a factor √ γ. Even with the magnetic field gradient limited, the SG quadrupole lengths can be increased to preserve the optics described in this note, though with a longer FODO section. So the actual scaling with energy is such that the maximum achievable Stern-Gerlach deflection increases as √ γ until the magnetic field gradient can no longer be increased. From there on, the response falls as 1/ √ γ as the electron energy is increased. As for the test at CEBAF, the most convenient energy remains to be determined. Discussions so far have assumed 500 KeV electron kinetic energy, but this is for reasons of economy and accessibility, not because the SG signal is strongest at low energy. For the geometric parameters assumed in this note, the magnetic field gradient for γ e = 2 would be 12 T/m, far less than the maximum possible.
Signal levels and noise suppression
The resonant BPM relies on precise, on-axis, alignment of a cavity tuned to have an antisymmetric mode at the bunch charge passage frequency. Extreme selectivity is needed to separate the beam polarization signal from the spurious direct beam charge signal (in conjunction with misaligned equipment). Also the signal power induced in the position-sensitive cavity by SGinduced displacement has to exceed the inherent thermal noise "floor". This noise floor could, if necessary, be lowered by using cryogenic apparatus, but our estimates indicate that such an extreme measure is unnecessary.
